New ‘Online Silver Sneaker Check in’ Application
This webpage runs on CCC’s WebTIME® platform and is mobile friendly. It is designed
to allow Silver Sneaker members to check in and record a visit.
The application is being offered for use at no charge to all CCC customers.
It is designed to be run across all CCC’s customer base including YMCAs, YWCAs and
JCCs. As such, there are no specific logos, color palettes, or patterning.

Process:
Customer will create a button or link on your static page to link to the URL for Silver
Sneaker check in. On the page, member will enter EITHER their Silver Sneaker ID# or
the Bar Code# from their membership card (which could be the FTID# or Mag Card#).
Silver Sneaker ID# will be validated in CCCTIME® against the Alternate ID# field. Bar

Code# will be validated against FTID# if 6 chrs or less, or against Mag Card # if 7 or 8
chrs.
There are no other validation checks such as membership type or status, group
affiliation or access restrictions. Upon locating a match, the system will record a gate
visit entry for gate name WEBSIT. As this is not an actual visit, gate statistics will not
be updated with the visit. The application will allow only one visit per day. All visits will
be recorded in the main web branch.
Requirements:
A new index on the master record is required for this processing. Addition of the index
must take place with all users out of OpTIME® and FundTIME®.
The association MUST be running either CCC’s WebTIME® or CCC’s WebTIME® API.
For CCC customers running CCC’s WebTIME® there are no changes needed.
For CCC customers running CCC'’s WebTIME® API’s, there is no API work required.
This APP will run on your current API server. Association will need to ensure the server
is available to PUBLIC IP addresses to allow this application to run.

